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IEEE provides 2 sources of funding for “new initiatives”:

1)  Society Reserves:

–  A recurring topic, see p. 14 of  ITSoc Dec 2011 Newsletter

–  We can withdraw 3% per year: so for $3M this is $90k

–  Requires justification to IEEE

–  No one seems to have any experience with this ?

2)  IEEE New Initiative Program:

–  See http://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/initiatives/index.html

–  Typically requires $100k or more for 12 month period

–  Seed grant proposals possible for $40k or less

–  Proposal submission possible any time

–  IEEE Target: submission time to approval within 45 days

Situation



•  Recent losses of People have created a wish for Video Archiving 
Good example: Jack Wolf’s lectures at the 2010 IT School 


•  A Goal (see supporting files with text by Patrick Regan): 
“generate new primary documents based on the way principal 
actors in” the history of information theory “recall their 
experience. The special contribution of this oral history … will be 
enabling individuals who shaped the future to speak to the 
future, by the most direct means available to us today.”

•  “The scope could be broad and even open-ended … The 
scientific scope could … embrace quantum information theory 
as well as (now) traditional communications and computer 
engineering, or it could be more narrowly focused.”

Idea 
“An Oral History of Information Theory”



•  IEEE History Center Archivist and Institutional Historian, 
Dr. Sheldon Hochheiser expresses his support: 


•  “Not only I, but everyone here at the IEEE History Center is 
delighted to learn of the progress you and … the IEEE 
Information Theory Society have made in developing your 
project ...  You certainly have the full support of the History 
Center in this endeavor  … We would be delighted to host the 
oral histories done as part of this project on the IEEE Global 
History Network …”

IEEE History Center Response



•  Old Suggestion/Plan: fund a pilot project (see supporting files) 
for ISIT 2012 for about $20k where we use:

–  left-over funds from the European IT School (~$12k)

–  $8k from the 2011 ITSoc Surplus (which was $29k)

•  This didn’t work

•  The problem:

–  ITSoc cannot afford $8k for 2012 (!?)

–  Reason: IT Transactions has so many pages that use up all 
the projected surplus for 2012 (now near $0)

–  Taking “our” ½ share of 2011 surplus gets charged to 2012

–  2013 looks as bad or worse

First Plan



•  Youtube videos are good enough. 
(Why do we need professionals?)

•  Let’s spend the money on online courses on IT and applications 
rather than looking backward and inward

•  IT History is well-documented

Counter Arguments:

•  We are losing our (current) history at this moment

•  IT history is well-documented in text, not video

•  We wish to document people (their personalities, etc.) This is 
best done by video (see 2010 USC Jack Wolf lectures)

•  We should use modern archiving methods, without trading 
quality for quantity

•  We can shape the oral history with good suggestions, like 
looking into the future based on experiences of the past

Other Criticisms Received



•  Plan to apply for IEEE New Initiative Seed Funding after ISIT. 
IEEE sends decision within 45 days

•  If we (+BoG) feel this is successful, we plan to apply for an IEEE 
New Initiative Phase 1 preliminary proposal (can submit any time, 
delay seems to be open)

•  If Phase 1 Proposal Successful, move on to Phase 2

•  We would be happy to hear your comments

•  We hope for the BoG’s support!

Moving Forward


